Bishop rolls out aerator line

Bishop Enterprises has launched an aeration equipment line – Turf-Aire. Offering eight models ranging from 36- to 60-inch economy and heavy-duty models (three-point hitch or tow models), Turf-Aire is geared to fit commercial user’s needs. It’s sleek design makes the units highly maneuverable. For more information contact 800-854-4851.

Typar Turf Blankets speed germination

Typar Turf Blankets speed the germination and growth of turfgrass making them excellent for golf courses and any area where it is important that turf grows quickly and maintains itself. Typar Turf Blankets are excellent for seeded, sprigged or sodded turf. They work by retaining warmth and moisture, creating an environment similar to that found in a greenhouse, which is perfect for turfgrass growth and health. Typar Turf Blankets are porous to allow sunlight, air, water and nutrients, all essential to turfgrass health, through. Tests and practical experience have shown that air and soil under the blankets are three to seven degrees higher than surrounding uncovered areas. This extra warmth is important during the spring because turf under Typar germinates earlier, greens up faster, has longer roots and is stronger. During winter freezes, the added warmth helps protect grass. Acting as a buffer between turf and the elements, Typar Turf Blankets are ideal for winter kill protection. In addition, by shielding turf from excessive air movement, Typar Turf Blankets protect it from the cold, drying winds that can cause turf dehydration. For more information, contact 800-455-3392.

Range Servant's BT-1300 designed for smaller ranges

Range Servant introduces a ball washer designed for smaller stand-alone ranges. The BT-1300, a scaled down version of the bigger BT-1950, uses a scrub and rinse system where fresh water jets and a durable nylon brush effectively clean golf balls. The BT-1300 is powered by a 1/2-hp motor that directly drives the only moving part. For more information, contact 888-878-8050.